AMERICAN LITERATURE RESEARCH SEMINAR

Seminars will be held in person at 5pm on Thursdays at the Rothermere American Institute, except where noted. To receive reminders and updates, please join the AHRS mailing list by sending a blank email to alrs-subscribe@maillist.ox.ac.uk.

Matthew Taunton, UEA
18 Jan: ‘Work Songs with Zora Neale Hurston, Alan Lomax, and Langston Hughes’

Padraig Kirwan, Goldsmiths
1 Feb: ‘“We write our stories, our histories on the land”: Hereness in Janet Rogers and Jackson 2Bear’s “For This Land” Series’

Natalia Cecire, Sussex
15 Feb: ‘Psyche Preborn: H.D., Embryology, Cybernetics’

Daniel Abdalla, Liverpool
1pm, 29 Feb: ‘“A Strange and Secret Thing”: Staging Heredity in the Harlem Renaissance’